Dapol signal wiring diagram

We welcome new members irrespective of experience. You can learn, relax and enjoy the hobby
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Hi All, I have a persistant issue that I have not managed to solve. All of my points are operated
by either DCC Concepts IP Digital or SS motors the motors are operated from DCC concepts
Alpha Central switches power is Alpha Power the semaphore signals are operated by Dapol
signal controllers the signal controllers are also operated by Alpha Central so that when the
point is operated the signal changes also The problem I have is that sometimes the signals go
out of sync with the point motor - easily corrected by reprogramming the signal controller but a
bit of a pain as this happens fairly regularly but with no apparent cause i. I have contacted
Traintech who make the controllers for Dapol but they could offer no solution! Hopefully one of
the clever people who contribute to the forum may have a possible solution. Thanks in advance,
Euan. Quote 0 0 0. Ruffnut Thorston Dragon Trainer posts Share. I think that the basic problem
lies in the actual method of operation of the basic Dapol signals. The control is not 'positive', as
the signal operation is by a momentary impulse, to change position, but with just one 'channel',
so another impulse will change the position of the signal again. The recommended controller is
a push button, like a bell push! No indication on the controller of the position of the signal!
Solenoid point motors on the other hand, have two 'channels', two separate coils. So it is
possible to use, for example, a passing contact lever, that can indicate the position of the point.
I don't know how the Train Tech controllers work, but in the end, they should be delivering a
pulse to operate the signal How the TT controller knows the position of the signal, I again don't
know! Best wishes, Ruff I am sure that the accidental offset will be caused by an accidental
spiking on the bus as neither item is protected from spikes either. Actually the easiest and most
reliable interface is a switch on a cobalt motor wired with one wire to both L and R and the other
to the common. Euan Conductor 74 posts Share. Hi Ahjay, I did as you suggested when I
initially installed the motors and signals i. Hence the Dapol signal controller route not a cheap
option as I have quite a number of signals as this at least allowed for every signal to be altered
individually should any go out of sync which they do. I know that the Dapol wiring is somewhat
quirky and from other communication with yourselves and TrainTec this lies at the heart of the
problem. What I'm trying to achieve is pushing a single button Alpha Central to change both
points and signals simultaneously - not a outlandish aim - but one that looks unobtainable
currently. Unless there is a bit of kit that can be installed within my current set up that I am
unaware of - hence the post! Cheers, Euan. I can't help feeling the issue is the power on-off in
this circumstance. What are you using for signal power? Dapol signals running from the 15
volts track supply? Dapol have changed the instructions for the original signals, and now
recommend a lower voltage The power to the signal comes via the signal controller which is
now sold as Dapol previously TrainTec - so the bus provides power to the controller which in
turn then powers the signal. Quote 1 1 0. The root of the problem is the badly designed Dapol
signal control. Nothing to to with Train-Tech or wiring to Cobalt point motors. If the contact is
closed when power is applied, then the signal will move immediately. Regardless of which
position it was in when previously power was removed. So if the the signal was in the "on"
position, applying power with the control contact closed, the signal will move to the "off"
position. If the signal is in the "off" position, turning power on with the control contact closed,
the signal will move to the "on" position. Cheers, Mick. Agree with the above statement. Tried
and Tested in the world of Blue. Thanks for the input everyone - I was fairly sure there would be
no solution but thought it was worth asking anyway! BTW - it looks like the new 0 gauge signal
has a different control. Goes looking for confirmation of a wiring diagram Cheers, MIck. Insert
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Next. Signal wiring question 5 February , I've read in various sources that the yellow wires must
be connected via push to make contacts and not maintained "on" contacts such as a SPDT
switch fitted to a point motor - with the two throws of the switch wired together. But I cannot
find out why it is a problem. That way the switch is on, with a break in the middle as the switch

is thrown over and is then on again. Will it cause an issue if the yellow wire contact is
maintained on to the signal? Tags: None. I would assume they are solenoid devices, so
energising the coil and leaving it that way would be bad. Comment Post Cancel. Originally
posted by Vonzack View Post. The Yellow wires must not remain connected page 2 Paragraph 6
, damage may occur. Neil Dapol. The latest version of the instructions that will be provided with
future production runs of signals. Also posted on the main website today. Attached Files
Semaphore signal instructions V The Duke Joel Dapol, and interested parties. Problems and
possible design solutions. How the signals operate. Fundamentally the Dapol range of signals
use a tiny motor to mechanically operate the signal arm. But as the signals also have an LED to
illuminate them, this has resulted in a not to clever method of operating the system in my
opinion. A constant supply either 14v AC or v DC via the black and red wires, provides the
power for the motor, when activated , and constantly to the LED. So the two yellow wires which
must NOT be connected to a power supply, because they are only the "activator" for the motor,
and must be connected, to a "Momentary" contact type of switch to trigger activation of the
motor mechanism. Current problems with the system provided. This system, as it stands,
unfortunately means that there is no way to prove the signal arm has moved, and in which
position the arm is in. Further on all TEN of the signals I bought for my layout, I quickly
discovered when testing these signals, that it is sometimes necessary to press the momentary
contact switch two or three times before the signal actually operates. Even though in many
instances the mechanism was heard to whirr, the arm did not actually move. This problem
seems to occur when power is first switched on, at the beginning of a layout operating session.
Or after power has been interupted for a minute or so. This implies a minor design fault in the
mechanical actuation system. Further even if the system works as provided, it means you need
to be in visual contact with the signal to ensure it has actually changed. Which is often not
possible on larger layouts, if operators are not using some type of "walk about" controller. Yet
further, as the current system of actuation requires that the two yellow wires are momentarily
connected to "activate" operation. It is NOT possible to connect these two wires to a relay, in
direct contravention of some of the instruction sheets found in certain of the signals I bought.
Connecting the two yellow wires to a relay switch means that with a standard relay, its switch or
switches are either constantly ON of OFF, and are NOT of the momentary type. So the signal
would at best operate once when power is intitially applied. Do NOT therefore connect to a
relay. As I wish my signals to operate from fixed operating positions many are out of sight of
the operator. Further I need to connect my signals to relays which also interact with the position
of points, other signals, and track circuits, as on a real railway. In other words my signals need
to be fully interlocked. This requirement also ensures operators and there are 8 operators
needed for my exhibition layout , cannot "crash red lights" pass signals at danger. As a section
of track beyond each signal is also switched OFF automatically by the relays when the signal is
at danger. So the current intermittant method of operating these signals is of little use. A fairly
simple cure is needed, as follows: Having had no choice but to take the mechanisms to pieces, I
can see that the current system is actually almost identical in operation to the Fulgurex motor
driven point mechanisms I use. The only real difference between the point mechanism and the
signal actuation mechanism is the type of micro switch used to switch off th
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e mechanism at the extent of its travel in both directions. If the signals as currently
manufactured were altered to the electrical method used on the Fulgurex point motor. This
would require the current tiny switches to be changed, and would abolish much of the
electronics currently on the PCB Board. A couple of Diodes would replace virtually all of the
current electronics. Or too a suitably modified Dapol DCC "Signal actuation board ", to operate
the motor mechanics direct. It would also allow modellers like myself to alternatively connect
the signal via a relay. As semaphore signals in real life HAD to be interlocked with other signals
on the same track to ensure each signal was correctly "pulled off" in a strict order. The LED
could then be powered by another pair of wires, and this would allow the user to select a lower
voltage for the LED if desired, as the LED's in my opinion are more like searchlights than
semaphore signal oil lamps currently! Hope this helps Yes No. OK Cancel.

